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The overlapping delta cycles that formed and maintained Louisiana's coastal plain
became a process of the pastwiththecontrols placed on theMississippi Riveranditsmain
distributary, the Atchafalaya River. The resultant wetland losses, compounded by
subsidence, sea level rise, and furthermodification ofthe area'shydroiogic processes make
it increasingly necessary to rely on engineering works for the protection of coastal
development and the maintenanceof wetland resourcebase. The extent to which both these
objectives can be met will depend on the ability to integrate ecological considerations and
engineering. Present needs for improvement of the Atchafalaya Floodway system provide
a significant opportunity to develop this approach as a partial answer to Louisiana's
coastwtde problems.

The characteristics and problemsof the domain of the Lower Atchafalaya River
are almost prototypical for coastal Louisiana. The area combines the often conflicting
needs foruse of the riverasa sedimentand freshwater resource, maintenance of navigation
access and flood control, flood protection of coastal communities, and the reducuon of
water stresses in remaining bottomland hardwoods. Continuing subsidence and sea level
rise will ultimately requirethat flood protectionof the developed areabe accomplished
through levee construction and forced drainage. These costs can be reduced, however, by
maintaining a wetland buffer between the Gulf of Mexico and the leveed area. Wetland
restoration and maintenance would simultaneously serve the partialrenewal of the state's
most important long-term resource. The utilization of the Atchafalaya River for that
purposeis thereforein the public interest forat least two majorreasons. The opportunity to
do so is providedin principle by thecongressional mandate to develop a multi-purpose plan
for the management of the land and water-related resourcesof the Atchafalaya Basin, and
the urgency for the state of Louisiana to undertake the long-term protection and
management of its remaining coastalresources.
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BENEFICIAL USES OF DREDGED MATERIAL
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Suzanne R. Hawes
U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers
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Introduction. Louisiana Is losing wetlands at a rapid rate. Recent
figures (Wicker, 1980) Indicate a loss of 50 square olles per year - arvt
the rate aay well be Increasing. There are nuraerous reasons for this
loss. Natural forces such as subsidence, compaction, and sea level ris-:
ore part of the cause. Han's activities also play a part. In order to
make southeastern Louisiana habitable, it has been necessary to levee
the Hisslsslppi River to prevent destructive flooding. The presence of
the levees prevents the periodic nourishment of the marshes with
sediment and nutrients* Petroleum exploration has turned many areas of
coastal marsh Into a maze of canals. These canals can prevent sheet
flow and marsh nourishment, and Impound water on the marsh. Navigation
channels have allowed saltwater intrusion which has destroyed marsh.

Freshwater Diversion. The trend of land loss is real. It can probably
never be reversed, but some measures can be taken to slow it. One
method of reducing it would be to divert fresh water from the
Mississippi River Into the marshes. Some sediment would be carried by
this fresh water - enough to build a 2,500 acres In Davis Fond and 700
acres In Big Har (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1984). But upstream
dams have halved the volume of sediment being carried by the river, so
less is available to create land. The river nutrients would nourish the

marsh and the fresh water would prevent future marsh loss: 83,000 acres
at Davis Pond, 16,000 acres at Caernarvon, and 4,000 acres at Bonnet
Carre.

Value of Harsh. Host measures we take to reverse the trend of marsh

loss will fill shallow open water. Thus, we need to compare the values
of shallow bays and marshes. Bays are Inhabited by various benthic
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assemblages; Juvenile fish and shellfish utilize them as nursury areas.
Large numbers of wintering waterfowl rest and feed In bays. On the
other hand, marsh contains a more complex benthic community because the
lower portions of marsh plants provide additional "living area." Harsh
is more valuable as a nursery because the plants provide cover that
allows juvenile fish and shellfish to hide from predators (Mlnello and
Zimmerman, 1983). The detritus from the decaying marsh plants and the
nutrients provided by the diatom communities also play a vital role In
the estuarine food web (Odua and Zlcman, 1972). Turner (1979) has shown
that commercial yields of shrimp are directly related to the amount of
intertldal marsh, not the amount of open water. Purbearers are common
in Louisiana marshes and thousands of waterfowl and wading birds depend
on the wetlands for their food. Recent research (Mlnello, pars, coram.)
Indicates that use of man-made marshes by Juvenile fish and shellfish is
less than their use of "natural" marsh. However, creation of marsh with
only some of the functions of natural marsh is preferable to continued
marsh loss.

Delta Splays. A slow but sure way to create marsh is to mimic the
natural formation of mini-deltas. The Hisslsslppi River forms a
birdsfoot delta below Venice, Louisiana. Each distributary Is generally
enclosed by natural levees. Where these levees have broken, a Bmall
delta splay begins to form (See Figure 1). We measured the
cross-sectional area and angle of.the most efficient. We will mimic
these parameters in making seven artificial breaks in Hain Pass in order
to allow the creation of 300 acres of marsh (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1985). It will be necessary to make seven breaks in the
levee because, along Main Pass, there splays seem to reach a oaximua of

FIGURE 1 DELTA SPLAY



only 45 acres before erosion overcomes delta building. This action is
mitigation for marsh loss caused by construction of a hurricane
protection levee system.

Innovative Uses of Dredged Haterlol. We remove about 30 million cubic
yards of dredged material every year in order to keep New Orleans
District navigation channels passible. There are many wayB to use this
material to help stop land loss. The Gulf Intercoastal Waterway runs
along the southern boundary of the Laccaslne National Wildlife Refuge.
A Refuge levee protected a large area of vegetated pond and marsh from
erosion and salinity Intrusion. The levee was In poor shape, so during
a maintenance dredging In 1982, we placed dredged material north of the
old levee. The Refuge used some of the material to make a new levee and
the remainder served to protect the new levee. Along the Baratarla Bay
Waterway, we have used dredged material to build up the bank of a pond
to prevent salinity intrusion which could endanger the trees where bald
eagles nest. Purther west along the GIWW, Grand Lake was threatening to
break through Its northern shoreline. If this had happened, the marsh
north of the GIWW would have been threatened by erosion due to a longer
wave fetch. We placed dredged material in the thinnest spots to rebuild
the shoreline.

Harsh nourishment Is a technique that we use where there is an upland
bank between the waterway and eroding marsh. We place the end of the
dredge pipe at the edge of the bank (See Figure 2) and start pumping.

FIGURE 2 - MARSH NOURISHMENT
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The heavy material falls out among the trees and only the fine material
Is left to flow out over the marsh. This sediment builds the marsh and
fills eroding ponds. Vegetation grows up through the sediments.

Previous Marsh Creation. A major beneficial use of the dredged material
is to actually create marsh. However, we have many constraints. The
authorization for old navigation projects does not include marsh
creation as a project purpose. Thus, we cannot spend extra money to
create marsh. We have a limited budget with which we must keep
navigation channels open and any marsh creation must be done at no extra
cost. It is possible that the new Omnibus Water Resources Bill will
provide additional money for such efforts.

Water quality. We are also concerned about the quality of the soil with
which we would create marsh, since our rivers receive both Industrial
and agricultural chemicals. Near the mouth of the Mississippi, we had a
contractor, MEL Inc., do extensive sediment testing. They found that
these were heavy metals (cadolua), pesticides (chlordane), and PCB's in
the sediments (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1983). If tha sediments
were placed within the intertldal zone, the pollutants would remain in a
reduced environment and be rapidly diluted by river marsh waters. If
they were put above the lnfluenco of the tide, they would be in an
oxygenatel area and more available to the ecosystem.

Bloaassay data showed mortality of less than 10X with both reference
site and disposal site sediments, thus contaminants in the dredged
sediment should not have any short-term toxic effects.

Results of bloaccumulatlon studies indicated that concentrations of
contaminants in organisms living in disposal site sediments were
generally not significantly different from concentrations in fauna
living in reference site sediments.

Impacts of marsh creation. Creating oarsh with dredged material
destroys the benthos in the pond or bay where the material is placed and
creates temporary high turbidities in adjacent areas. Host fish and
mobile shellfish are able to escape. Recolonlzatlon of the benthos in
fine grained sediments occurs within two weeks to six months (KcCauley
et ol., 1976 and Stlckney, 1972). Around the edges of the mound, some
benthos can burrow upward through 20 cm of material (Oliver and
Slattery, 1976). Adult migration and larval recruitment also occur.
Insuring that the material Is in the intertldal zone has three
advantages. It dilutes any pollutants and keep thea in a reduced
state. It allows colonization by marsh plants. Third, it allows better
access for Juvenile fish and shellfish. In Louisiana, marsh vegetation
succeeds naturally if the "final* elevation of the material is correct.

Interagency coordination. Prior to any maintenance dredging, we hold an
lnteragency-plan-ln-hand inspection. We invite state and Federal
agencies to join us In an examination of the proposed disposal sites and



we entertain their suggestions for judicious use of the dredge
material.

Southwest Pass. We first started creating marsh with dredged material
along Southwest Pass of the Hisslsslppi Elver. There we discovered that
If we kept the initial height of the material below six feet, it would
generally compact and settle into the Intertldal zone and marsh grasses
would colonize it. Moving the dredge pipe more often would probably
create more marsh. However, with our limited maintenance budget, this
Is not possible. We have chosen an enclosed area on the South side of
the pass and applied for money under Section 150 of the Water Resources
and Development Act of 1976. We would use the money to keep the initial
height at five feet and monitor this to see if more marsh is created.
We are presently dealing with the leasors of the land to attempt to work
out Institutional problens.

Harsh Creation. Table 1 indicates the acres of marsh we have created

by
TABLE 1

ACRES OF MARSH CREATED

Location Land Ownership Harsh Hud Flats !/

KR-GO jetties State 30 140

MR-GO inland Private 20

Tiger Pass State 230

Avoca Lake Private 600

Sweet Lake State 90

Sabine NWR Federal refuge 200
Atachafalaya Delta State mgmt area 60 300

V These will probably become marsh once we place dredged material on
them again.

carefully choosing disposal sites and moving the dredge pipe as often as
practical. As can be seen, we have tried to build marsh on public lands
as often as possible and have built it in state water bottoms in other
cases. Occasionally ve have no choice but to place the material in 4-
to 6-foot deep open water. It takes more than one dredging cycle to
create marsh In such areas and much material Is lost. The Ideal area

for marsh creation consists of nearly totally enclosed ponds that are
1-3 feet deep. The utilization of sediment Is more efficient In such
areas. In order to estimate the Initial height of the dredged material,
it is necessary to take into account such variables aa consolidation,
subsidence, erosion, accretion, water depth, and sediment type. As we
become more experienced we became more accurate in our estimates. In
1981, we created 600 acres of marsh in Avoca Lake by diking the area and
limiting Initial height to 3.0 HLG feet. Now over half of this marsh is
gone. In our maintenance dredging this year, we will increase initial
height of the material.
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Future Harsh Creation. We are now authorized to dredge the Hisslsslppi
River to -55 NGVD. When we do so, we will move 57 million cubic yards
of material during construction and 30 million cubic yards each year.
We have calculated that we could create 55 square miles of marsh If all
this material is used. In this project, we have Included funds to
control initial height and to monitor and refine our marsh creation
efforts. We have also completed the environmental documentation to
create 500 acres of marsh on Baratarla Bay Waterway.

Conclusion

In summary, marsh Is more valuable than shallow open water. When we use
dredged sediments to build marsh, some toxicants may enter the
ecosystem, but concentrations should not be much above background
levels. And since we are losing SO sq. mi. per year (and have lost one
acre in the 16 minutes you have taken to read this paper) the benefits
outweigh the losses.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN THE
LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN, LOUISIANA

Charles G. Groat
Departmentof NaturalResources

LouisianaGeological Survey
P.O. Box G

Baton Rouge, LA 70893

The Lake Pontchartrain Basin contains all of the classic elements for land-use
conflicts in a coastal setting. Productive wetlands border much of the lake with
concentrationsin the western portion in the Lake Maurepas area. The south shore of the
lake isoccupied by theexpanding New Orleans metropolitan area and thenorth shore is
facing rapidresidential andrecreational development. The lakehasa productive sportsand
commercial fishery and is the site of shell dredging and petroleum production. Urban
expansion, storm runoff, sewage discharge, resourcedevelopment, and shoreline and
wetlandloss areall impactingthequalityof Lake Pontchartrain watersand the viabilityof
fringing wetlandhabitats ata rapidly increasing rate.

The Governorof Louisianacreateda task force to investigate the feasibility of
establishing a special management area in the basin under the state's Coastal Zone
Management Program to dealwithconflicting landandwateruseactivities. This approach
would utilize specialguidelines, developedby the task forceandadministered throughthe
state program,to define permit conditions forcompeting uses. Concern over restrictions
that would limit landowner rights and over measures that could restrict resource
development has created some strong differences of opinion among task force members
who represent local governments, state agencies, industrial interests, environmental
organizations and federal agencies. The resultsofefforts to createa specialmanagement
areain the Pontchartrain Basinwill be significantnotonly in termsof futuremanagement
of that area, but in testing the abilityof diverse interestgroups to devise and accepta
comprehensive land-usemanagementsystem that goes considerablybeyond the generally
limitedsystemscurrently in placein Louisiana.
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NEARSHORE SAND RESOURCES FOR
BEACH NOURISHMENT IN LOUISIANA

John R. Sutcr and Shea Penland
Louisiana Geological Scrvey

Box G, University Station
Baton Rouge, LA 70893

Louisiana has the most criticalcoastalerosion and land loss problem in the United
States. Landlossin coastal wetlands hasbeenestimated atover 100km2 annually, while
shoreline erosion rates exceed 6m per year under normal conditions and approach SOm
followinghurricane impact In response to thisproblem,the LouisianaGeological Survey
developed the Coastal Protection Master Plan under the mandate of Act 41 of the 1981
Legislature. Phase n of the Master Plancalls for beach nourishment of Louisiana's barrier
islands using sand dredged from offshore sources. To locate the necessary borrow
material, the Louisiana Geological Survey is conducting a statewide nearshore sand
resource inventory on the Louisiana continental shelf.

Datacollection occurs in two phases. High resolutionseismic reflection profiles
are gathered in prearranged, closely spaced grids. The nature of the return of the seismic
signalis in partdependentupon lithologyandcanbe utilizedto map potential sandbodies.
Maps of acoustic targets are compared to modem and historical shoreline geomorphology
tochoose core locations. Cores are needed toconfirm seismic interpretations and provide
samples for textural analysis to determine suitabilityas borrow material.

Current results indicate that significant quantities of sand are present on the
continental shelf. Sands occur in buried fluvial, tidal, and distributary channels,
submerged beach ridges, barrierislands, and tidal deltas, and large shoals. Utilization of
these deposits for beach nourishment depends upon the economics of dredging and the
creationof leasing guidelines to permit use of sands from Federalwaters.
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BARRIER ISLAND RECONSTRUCTION: BRIDGING
THE GAP BETWEEN ACADEMIC RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING PRACTICES

Roberts. Jones
Terrebonne ParishConsolidated Government

P.O. Box 2768
Houma. LA 70361

Introduction
TVJrr3on"ne"~parish is losing vast areas of wetlands and barrier Islands.
Over a 23 year period of time, from 19S5 to 1978, Terrebonne Parish lost
42% of its barrier islands (Wicker, I960). In 1985, during Hurricane
Juan, Terrebonne's Eastern Isle Derniers lost 10 - 20% of its land area
(Penland, 1986). Ihese islands are considered to be a key elanent in the
short term survival of Tarrebonne's wetlands, if the islands are lost,
it is estimated that Terrebonne's land loss would accelerate
geometrically. Shoreline erosion rates for these islands typically aver
age 34 feet per year (Meyer-Arendt, 1982). Terrebonne's islands suffer
much of their damange during severe winter storms or hurricanes. Normal
tidal and wave action is mild and works to restore the islands (Mossa,
1985). This restoration is hindered by lack of sand lost in breaches and
overwashes which occur during the winter storms and hurricanes.

With the disapperance of its islands and its severe land loss problens,
Terrebonne began to seek ways to stabilize its coastline. If not
stabilize, then at least extend the life of its islands and wetlands.
Immediately a debate broke out in Terrebonne Parish, which mirrors the
national debate of soft (natural) defense versus hard (structural)
defenses. In 1982 a report prepared by consultants hired by the Parish
concluded! "Shoreline erosion can be retarded by nourishing the beaches
with introduced course sediments, and the loss of sand can be reduced by
sealing off breaches and washovers and installing sand-trapping jetties
in locations where longshore migrating sand enters major sink areas
(Wicker, 1980). Debate in Terrebonne raged on. Two searches were
initiated at this timet one for funds and the other for information.

By 1983 it was determined that: a) a preponderance of information
available suggested that soft or natural coastal defenses were more cost
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effective in providing protection than hardened structures, and b) that
funding for oofmrnl protection in Terrebonne was not going to be
available fran any source other than Parish coffers. Although the State
of Louisiana had by this time established the Coastal Protection Trust
Fund with an appropriation of approximately $35 million, no procedure for
disburssnent had been established. In fact, as of this writing, no state
Trust Fund monies have been spent on Terrebonne's barrier islands.

With this information and not receiving any action by the state,
Terrebonne's lawmakers decided that: a) they wanted to begin the
restoration of the island chain thenselves; b) they wanted to settle the
natural versus structural argument by implsnenting a natural approach to
determine how it works; and c) they appropriated one million dollars to
the project.

The one million dollar budget affected many of the decisions made
througout the course of this project. The first project developed was to
use Cat Island Pass dredge material for the restoration of a section of
Eastern Isle Dernieres. This pass is located five miles away fran the
project site across open water.

Project Design

Over the last 18 years, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has contracted
for eleven dredging projects of the Houma Navigational Canal at cat
Island Pass. In each of these projects, disposal of the dredged material
has occurred in a designated subaqueous spoil area imnediately adjacent
to the Canal. Cat Island Pass was scheduled for dredging in the sunmer
of 1984. Therefore, in the Spring of 1984, the Parish proposed to the
Corps the use of this dredge material for barrier island restoration at
Eastern Isles Dernieres, apprcximately 5 miles to the west of the Rouma
Navigation Canal. Several meetings were held with Parish and Corps
officials which resulted in the Corps' willingness to allow the Parish
the use of the material if the Parish handled and paid for the transport
of the material (Edmonson, 1985).

Project design began by the Parish personnel tanediately. The use of Cat
Island Pass dredge materials for island restoration work dictated several
design constraints for the project. The Corps' dredging project irrpacrgj
the parish's project schedule, the type of material to be used in the
project, and the geographical location of the parish's island restoration
project.

The material to be obtained fran the Cat Island Pass project contained
between 5% and 70S fine material. The sand had an average 0 value of
3.02. With these material characteristics, it was decided that a
settling pond had to be designed to maximize the retention of solids at
the fill site. Ultra fine sand would require seme form of protection.
Work began on the design of retaining dikes and beach front to ring forty
acres for use as a settling pond.

During preliminary design, the Staff began to locate a fill site. A
large active overwash area was located at the eastern end of Isle
Dernieres. This was as close a site as could be found near the Corp's
Cat Island Pass Project. It was felt that the sand lens contained in the
overwash area of the parish site would provide the needed foundation for
the containment pond dikes and dredge material placenent.



This site also satisfied several other objectives of the project. It
provided a good source of material for construction of the dikes.
Construction of the front dike with sand deposited on the washover fan
resulted in a larger grain of sand for the beach foredune. This would
serve to armor the fill material. Construction on the washover area also
minimized the destruction of exisitng marsh habitat. Most importantly,
cconstruction on an active washover prevented a major breach from
occurring at this site in the future.

After selection of the disposal site was completed, a topographic survey
was made of the work site. The site survey was extended 200 feet into
the Gulf of Mexico. This bathametric information was used to determine
the proper slope of the foredune to be established by placanent of the
front containment pond dike. Dikes eight feet in height with slopes of
7 1/2 to 1 were designed with borrow material to come from the washover
fan contained within the ringed area. The front, dike paralleling the
beach, would have a 22 to 1 shoreface slope.

Pinal designs called for 3,200 linear feet of barrier island to be
reconstructed utilizing a fill site containing approximately 38 acres.
This project was let for bids on August 16, 1984. Midway through the
bidding phase of this project it became apparent that dredging
contractors had serious misgivings about bidding the project. Various
dredging contractors were consulted to determine problens associated with
the project. Most ccmments concerned the excessive exposure of the
dredge pipe to the open waters of the Gulf. Distance of transport was
also sited as a major concern. Due to these concerns, the contractors
estimated the cost of the transport pipe alone to be $1 million.
Therefore, an addenda with an alternate for a dredge site 3,700 feet
behind the island was prepared and issued.

At the close of the bid acceptance period one bid was received for
constructing containment pond dikes. The bid for this alternate was
$450,125.00. The bid was rejected because there were no bids received
for the delivery of material and the cost for dike construction was
considered to be too high.

Dredging companies were again Interviewed to determine their problens
with the project and its contract documents. The prcblen of risk and the
potential for large losses was a ccnmon thane in their replies.

Therefore, a new set of contract documents were prepared based upon the
alternate dredge site located adjacent to a tidal inlet. Sand quantity
bid itsns were changed mainly in their method of measurement. The
material from the alternate dredge site was of a much higher quality
than frcm the Cat Island Pass Project with as much as 85% sand
anticipated. Net section cut replaced net section fill as the pay unit
for obtaining dredged material from the alternate dredge site.
Measurenent for payment for the dike placanent could be dananded by the
contractor after 200 feet of material placement. The changes in method
of measurenent shifted much of the project risk from the Contractor to
the Owner. The project was again bid with three alternates on
October 24, 1984. Bids were accepted on Novenber 29, 1984.

Project Implgrtentation
The bid of T.L. James for $841,980.00 to construct the dikes and to place
fill material was determined to be the most economical bid for effecting
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the project. This bid allowed for construction of the project within
budget. The contract for the project was executed on January 16, 1985.
Work on the preliminary topographic survey began immediately to check
levee alignments and overall design. It was found that in a three month
period between surveys, the washover changed significantly enough to
cause adjustments in levee alignment.

Work on the project began on March 2, 1985. The dikes were constructed
by drag line excavation and placanent. Shaping of the dike was
acoomplished by bulldozer. The front dike was partially placed by
bulldozer. T.L. James issued a subcontract to LsBouve Dragline for this
work. Work was accctnplished in 2 1/2 weeks for the contairment dikes and
foredune. This was apriroximately 60% of the scheduled thirty day dike
construction time.

T.L. James began erecting equipment for the dredge activities on
March 14, 1985. The project was canpleted and the dredge was denobilized
by March 31. Total elapsed time for the project was twenty-nine days.
This was approximately one-half the time T.L. James had originally
scheduled for the project. Construction was done in a professional
manner.

There was one major storm during the project. This occurred while dike
construction activities were in progress. Although the island was
overwashed, no significant damage was done to the dikes that were already
constructed.

The sunnier following construction, a vegetation and sand fence program
was initiated as a surcmar anployment program for area youths. Sprigs
were planted, fences erected and a plot was planted with dune grass
seeds. Jtotably, the grass seed did rather well. This shows premise for
reducing revegitation cost on future projects. Also, the dunes erected
with washover fan material were starting to be revegetated from material
contained within the sand.

This project has withstood three hurricane surges. These surges were
caused by Hurricanes Danny, Elana and Juan. Damages caused by Hurricanes
Danny and Elana was minimal. The sand fence, a nylon open weave fabric,
was knocked down and had to be re-erected after these two storms.
HurricaneJuan caused more substantial damage. Part of the foredune was
lost during this storm. As of this writing, bid documents have been
prepared to replace the section of foredune lost and 60% of the project
site has a vegetative cover established.

Conclusions

1) This project denenstrated that soft (natural) defenses could be
effective in protectingLouisiana's coastline. This project is the model
for the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources Phase I Coastal
Protection Strategy.

2) In an era when local match funding is required for State and Federal
spending, econany will have to be a key part of any coastal protection
project. Lower levels of protection at an affordable cost might be
constructed by a society rather than optimum protection at unaffordable
costs.

3) OpUmable material (pf size) might not be affordable or necessary for



successful implementation of such a coastal protection project. Creative
engineering can help overocme the disadvantages of less than optimable
material.

4) Successful project impleaentation requires that as much attention
needs to be paid to design details and contract writing as is paid to the
technology involved in the project.
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CHANGING PATTERNS OF HUMAN ACTIVITY IN
THE WESTERN BASIN OF LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN

Roman J. Heleniak and Charles A. Dranguet
Department of History andGovernment

Southeastern Louisiana University
Hammond, LA 7CM02

Atone time, agreat baldcypress (Imodium distlchum) and lupelo gum (NY5Sa.BtflvT8)
forest blanketed thelowlands which begin south of Ponchatoula. Louisiana, and rings allof
lake Maurepas and thewestern shore of Lake Pontchartrain. (Flo, I). Now, most of the
trees aregone, either thevictim of thesawman's work, or theslow death caused bychanges
tn theecosystem. The region resembles nothing less than a battlefield, one in which the
major combatants were man end nature, and one in which there were no winners, it is
difficult to Imagine that this forbidding landscape once bustled witheconomic activity end
that hundreds of people made their permanent homes invillages located In theheart of the
swamp.

More then seventy years ago, September 28,1915, tobeprecise, it appeared that man
had gained the upper-hand In hisstruggle to survive and prosper In the cypress forest, for
human activity then farexceeded present-daylevels

Some of those working in the swamp were employees of the Illinois Central Railroad
which cuts a forty-five mile swath through the western edge of the basin. Maintenance
crews manned section stations established every fiveor six miles along the right-of-way
and lived in quarters at the sites.

Inaddition to the railroad section stations,there were severalvillagesadjaoent to the
lin8: Frenler, Ruddock, rtanchec (rtters Post Office) and Strader. Some of these people also
workedfor the IllinoisCentral,some farmed, and otherswere employed In someaspect of
Ihe lumber Industry. Many of the lattercould b8 found toiling deep in the swamps sawing
cypress and tupelogum. primarily the former. By 1915, the lumber Industry reigned as
the economic mainstay of the region and the increasing efficiency of logging operations
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pointed to the daywhen all the trees would be cut and the cypress forest would become a
thing of memories

The demiseof the logging Industry,however, wasstill ahalf century in the futurethat
September day in 1915. For the truck farming Industry, the villages of Frenler and
Ruddock, andscoresof peopleliving in the swamp,the futurewouldhit early the next day,

September 29. 19IS. For at that moment, oneof the most powerful storms ever to strike
theGulfCoast of theUnited StateswasroaringacrosstheGulfon anortherly course, Its eye
lockedin on southernImilsiana(New Orleans Times Picayune. 2-4 October 1915).

As the hurricane tracked west of NewOrleans, It literally followed the right-of-way of
the IllinoisCentral, destroying almost everythingIn its path. Thelow-tyingcypress swamp
wasespecially hardhtt: both Frenler and Ruddock were blown into the swamp and would
neverrecover. While thestorm'sforce mightbeconsidered unlgue, thevulnerability of the
areato hurricanes wasnot. for stormspaid periodic visits to the region, ensasrecentlyas
1909 (Barbler. 1984)

The West Indian Hurricane of 1915 Illustrated the difficulty of establishing either
commerce or permanent community life In the Western Basin of Lake Pontchartrain.
Although PierreLeMcyne Sieur deIberville first discovered thatthewaters of thetwolakes
and Pass Menchac could be used for navigation purposes, It was not until the early I9lh
century that commercial schooner traffic developed between small ports on the rivers
draining into Lake Maurepas and New Orleans. By1837 thistrade provided thereason for
the operation of the first lighthouse on a site where Pass Menchac empties Into Lake
Pontchartrain (Clpra. 1976).

The lighthouse stood for thenext 17 years astheonly man-made Intrusion inthedense
cypress forest oftheregion. It lost thisdistinction inI8S4 when enterprising railroad men
completed construction of the forty-five mile long swamp segment of the New Orleans.
Jackson andGreat Northern Railroad, a line whichby the time of the Civil War linked the
largest port cityonthe Gulf with cities onthe Ohio River (Stover, 1955). Following the
war,therailroad through theswemp became part of theIllinois Central Railroad, asystem
that extended from the Great Lakes to the Gulf.

The railroad's construction marked the beginning of theendof the cypress forest. Not
only did the line cut down trees for the right-of-way, It used the timber to construct
bridges, trestles and crossties. Italso provhfed lumbermen, beginning intheI890's, access
to population centersnorthandsouthtomarketthewood.

There was never any question that cypress wood was anideal construction material, for
thewood was extremely durable and easy towork. All the lumbermen lacked, until 1883.
was the technology to harvest trees in theswamp. That year, the invention of the steam
powered skidder made possible two methods of hauling cypress logs from the swamp:
pullboat logging and dunnage railroad logging (Bryant. 1923).

When theStrader Cypress Company began cutting trees onseven thousand acres north of
Pass Manchac. in 1892. it usedthe pullboat system. Despite its limitations—pullboat
logging was confined to natural waterways until lumbermen dredged canals—the Strader
Cypress Company managed to cutenough cypress end tupelo gum tooperate a sawmill at
Strader, located onOwl Bayou one mile north ofPass Manchac (CRT 12:437; 17:82).
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More lumber companieslaunched operationsin the reotonandacceleratedthe depletionof
thecypressand tupelo gum trees. The lumbermen used both thepullboat system and dunnage
railroads to systematically reducethe sin of the forest andclear-cut the land

As logging increased in Intensity, onecompany, the Ruddock Cypress Company, Ltd.
constructed one of the largest and most modern sawmills in thesouthern region of theUnited
States. Theplant, located at the mllltown of Ruddock en the Illinois Central operated until
June of 1902 when a fire totally destroyed themill. The fire raged out of control until
firefighters arrivedfrom New Orleans onthetrain(Picayune, 5 June 1902).

The cutting down of the treescontinued ona major scale until theonset of theGreat
Depression of the 1930s when themarket for cypress, or anyother wood, plummeted It
wasnotuntil the reorganized Louisiana Cypress Lumber Company renewed production in
1936 Ihat logging activity approached pre-1929 levels. From 1936 until 1956.when the
compan/s mill at Ponehatoula sawed its last cypress log, Louisiana Cypress lumber
Company produced anaverage of 14.3 million board feet of lumber per year (LCLC Monthly
Statements, July 1936-Februery 1956).

The closing ofthemillatPonehatoula brought toan end the sixty-four year historyofthe
cypress Industry in ihe Western Basin ofLake Pontchartrain. However, thelegacy ofthose
years lives on.

Aerial Infra-red photographs show clearly the ruthless efficiency ofthe loggers. The
entire region isscarred, either with the circular patterns gouged by pullboat logging or the
parallel linescut by dunnage railroads.

Pullboat logging required "swampers'' tosnake cut logs from deep In the swamp, as much
as three thousand feet, to the boat As the logs were being winched in, they cutnarrow
canals inthe vulnerable surface ofthe swamp. By the time the loggers finished cutting a
section, these "cuts," astheywere called, were often asdeep as five tosix feet (Bourgeois.
1983).

The damage done by thedunnage railroads, while different, was equally asdestructive.
The dunnage railroad bed. made ofsawdust and wood shavings, disrupted thenatural flow of
water through the swamp. Also, this method used an overhead skidder towinch inthe logs
from the swamp. The overhead skidder could transport above the ground asmany asfive or
six large logs tothe railroad cars. Unfortunately, the moving logs bowled over or maimed
trees leftstanding, butinthepath ofthelogs.

The wounding of the environment is an on-going process. Perhaps themost harmful
resultof logging is the increase in the flow of brackish water from lake Pontchartrain Into
areas of theswamp where fresh water once dominated. The problem has been made more
acute by the subsidence of the land, a result of the loss of thesoil-holding root systems of
the trees (Saucfer, 1963).

The demise ofthe lumber industry meant more than achange In the land. Itsignaled the
reduction ofman's presence In theswamp. Gone was an Industry that employed hundreds of
workers tolling in themillsorcutting trees intheswamp. Gone, too, was aunique system



of labor, one which utilized highly specialized tools and equipment and one-of-a-kind
workers. "Swampers," were men with rare skills andan affinity to live and work In an
environment that held little appeal toother men.

Most of the lumber workers had specific duties. On the pullboats, crews consisted of
deckmen, firemen, woodpassers, and engineers. Out In the swamp were the plug setters,
sliders, "saws' (two-man crews using six-foot crosscut saws) and whistle blowers
(Bourgeois, 1983).

Whistle blowers were important to every crew, because they were the only meansof
communication between the men working in the swamp and the workers operating the
winches. Forthis reason,notwowhistle blowershad the samesignal system. Most of them
used varying patterns of long and short "toots", but the man who whistled for Fernwood
Industriesemployed a "talkingwhistle," a sound impossible to captureon paper (Ramsey,
1985)

Whenthe cypress Industry ended, the workers not only lost the opportunityto employ
their specialized skills, manyof them had to change their lifestyles. A number of ihe
"swampers" lived with their families in the small communities of the basin such as
Ruddock, Frenler, Strader and Manchac They supplemented family income, when not
workingfor the lumbercompanies, with othermeans suchas fishing,shrimping, trapping,
hunting, boat buildingandmoss gathering. Most of these activities, the exceptions being
fishing and shrimping,declined when thetreeswereremoved. Moss gathering wasanearly
casualty.

Although the growing popularityof syntheticswould havedoomed the moss industry
eventually, it suffered a prematureend because of the reduction of the forest. While noone
earned great wealth,mossgatherers could getas much as six centsa pound for mossat the
ginwhere it wasprocessed and pressed Into bales. The finished product provided padding for
furniture andautomobile upholstery (Kraemer, 1984). It goes without sayingthat since
Spanish moss grew ontrees, theremoval of thetreesmeant theendofSpanish moss.

However .while It lasted, the moss industrydid provioe a sourceof needed revenue for
families livingIntheswamp The United States Census of 1900 listed it asoneof themajor
occupations of persons living in Rwttek end Frenler (U. 5., Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, 1900).

Another occupation to suffer from the cuttingdown of the trees was boatbuilding, in
some cases swampers cerved their own pirogues (a dugout canoe found everywhere in
southern Louisiana) outof solidcypresslogs (Heath. 1984). There werealsoprofessional
boat builders in the region whoconstructed boats of varying size, from the pirogue up to
houseboats with four or five rooms The larger craft required the use of "tank grade"
cypress planksat leastthree inchesthick. Thisaspect of the industryhadadded importance
because manyof theswempers livedon houseboats which could be moved to accommodate the
needs of the workers in the lumber Industry(Kraemer, 1984).

The Industry hasnot totallydisappeared, because boats—the Manchac skiff—are still
being made In Manchac, but fiberglass has taken the place of cypress as the primary
building material.

Thedecline tn cypress trees hasalsochanged the maintenance program of the Illinois
Central. When trees were abundant, the railroadhadsectioncrews housed at Intervals along
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the track. When ties nasoed replacement, the crew or an independent contractor cut down
trees andcarved the eight footby eight Inchties out of the logswith anadz(Reno. 1983).

Although It is obvious that theclear-cutting of thecypressforest resulted in theem) of
several petty enterprises dependent ona supplyof trees. It is moredifficult to state with
certaintyhowor why thedespoliation of the forestcontributed todeclines Inthe trapping of
fur-bearing animals and the hunting of both waterfowl and gems animals suchas deer,
rabbit andsquirrel.

At this time, scientificdata detailing the population tossesof waterfowl, deer, squirrel,
mink andrabbitare not available. One canonly rely onthe testimonyof personswholived
Intheareamorethen fifty yearsago. Ttey recall thatg^eabwnded In theswemps. One of
thesewitnessesremembersthat tn the 1920s hecould seeherdsof deer, "likecattle,"along
theshoreof lake Pontchartrain (Degruy, 1984). Swampers desiring a venison roastonly
hadto selectadeer froma herdof twenty or moreandshootit (Ibid).

it is true that extensive logging operations produced physical changes In the basin's
vegetation. But other factors havehelped alter the animal population. The Introduction of
theSouth American rodent, thenutria,hasinjured the fliuskret population all oversouthern
Louisiana. Furthermore, increased hunting and greater accessibility (interstate highways
and boat launches) have, understandably, contributed tothedecline ofgame animals

Yet, theIncreased accessibility is, In part, adirect resultof logging practices. The many
man-made canals allow sportsmen to reach areas of theswamp by boatthatwould havebeen
difficult to enter on fool Furthermore, the removal of the trees and the chances In
vegetation, suchas the decline In the number of palmetto palm,havereduced the cover for
game animals, making them easyprey forhunters.

Not all thephysical changes werecaused bytheloggers. Atone time, tn thelate 19thand
early20th centuries, thecommunities of Ruddock and particularly Frenler served as the
centers ofasuccessful winter and spring truck farming enterprise, which required removal
of treesanddrainage of the lend

These small communities, both settled byGerman Immigrants In themid to late 19th
century, became famous for thesizeand quality of lettuce and cabbage grown in therich,
black "coffee ground' earth. Martin Schtoesser. the region's first settler,started a wood
stavebusiness but soon became Interested Inthegrowing potential of thesoil. He sentback
to his native lend for cabbage and lettuce seed which he planted and got more then
satlsfactoryresults(8ankofSl John. 1974).

The truck farming Industry built by Schtoesser and the other immigrants is in some
ways a classic example of people taking advantage of and trying to Improve upon their
environment. On the positive side, thesoil, rainfall and temperature In the winter and
early spring were ideal for raising cabbage and lettuce. On the negative side, the low-lying
lands between the two lakes were flood prone and highly vulnerable to hurricanes which
per lodlcally raked the erea

Asaresult,theresidents constructed entire communities and sidewalks onpilings. Most
houses stood at least eight feet above the soupy ground (Reserve (La) L'Chservateur. 20
January 1972). To prevent Hooding of the farms, the residents built a system of levees
around each farm. These levees also served as foot paths linking all the farms in the
community (Ibid.).



By the early 20th century, the hard-workingGerman farmers madethe cebbaga and
lettuce grown in the swamp well-known throughoutthe nation andwere shipping, by rail,
their produce to Chicago. As the fame of their product grew, so did the communities of
Ruddock and Frenler. By 1910 Ruddock counted over seven hundredresidents (Fortier.
1914) and Frenler had close to twohundred (U.S., Department ofCommerce, Bureau of the
Census, 1910).

The citizens of Frenler were especially proudof their community. In l894,Monstgnor
Leander Rothof Kenner. Louisiana, contributed$150 towards the constructionof the Holy
CrossChurch. It became a focal pointof village life, andthe parishioners usedthe church
for baptismsendmarriages. Funerals, however, were held five miles northof Frenler on
anIndian shell mound—tha only"hltf" ground for miles (Vicknelr, 1971).

Frenlermade another giantstride In 1914 whenthe community opened the doors of Its
first school. Unfortunately, the school hada brief history, because it. and the village of
Frenler,wereblownaway by the 1915 West Indian Hurricane (Ibid).

Survivors of this disaster, whoere still alive, canstill recall the horror of the tempest
which hit the area with awesome force on September 29,1915. By the time the storm
roaredout of Louisiana heading to the northeast. It left In Its wake over 350 dead end
property damage tn themillions ofdollars (PJc&une., 2-4 October 1915).

Forthe communities of Frenler andRuddock, there wouldbe little rebuilding. What was
left of both communities was strewn across a wide section of the swamp. Fatalities were
high In both places, twenty-five dead at Frenler (Ibid), andal Ruddock rescue workers
spent days searching for survivorsand burying thedead (Baton Roups Morning Advocate.
17August 1979).

Survivors of the storm endothers--trappers endhunters—didreturn to the area In
small numbers In the years Immediately following the hurricane. At Ruddock they
established camps In railroad boxcars blown Into theswamp during thestorm (Bank of St.
John, 1974). And,at Frenler, there was some hopeas late as 1922 that the community
could once again become "one of the Important towns of this (St. John theBaptist) parish."
(Laurent, 1922). It didnot. Today there Is nota traceof either Frenler or Ruddock, save
forsomeoldpllIngs at Frenler Beach ontheshoreof Lake Pontchartrain.

Thewriter who, in 1922. predicted that Frenler would onceagain become a thriving
community pinned his expectations on the area'snatural beautyendpotential as a tourist
center. While he missedthe markon the Frenler area, the Manchac region to the northdid
develop, tn part, as avacationor week-end retreat community.

The recreational use of Pass Manchac dates from 1907. when the millionaire brewer and
businessman from NewOrleans. Edward Schlieder, acquireda 5,500 acre tract of cut-over
cypress land from the Salmen Brick endlumberCompany (Schlleder servedon the board of
directors). Onthis site, nowknownas Turtle Cove, located on the southernshore of
Pass Manchac about a mile from Lake Pontchartrain, Schlleder constructed the most
elaborate dwelling In the swamp. In addition to the two-and-a-half story main building.
Schllederadded a largeboathouse, a caretaker'shomeandacock longenough to accommodate
his seventy foot motor-drivenyacht All theconstruction material andequipment, including
a steam-powered dredge, had to be barged to Pass Manchac from New Orleans (Succow,
1984).
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Schlleder spared no expense, nor did he deny himself any luxury. The camp hadelectric
lights and a walk-In refrigerator powered by a gasgenerator. The refrigerator often
contained sides of beef, fresh vegetables, fruit and,at times, carcassesof deer slain on the
property. Mrs. JosephineHeath, who livedon the property as a younggirl fondly recalls
thattha"place waslikea piece ofJewelry." (Heath. 1984).

Fewcouldaffordto buildcampsas luxuriousas Schlteder's,but prior to WorldWar I,
several more vacation camps, primarily for hunters and fishermen, appeared in the Pass
Manchxarea(Succow, 1984).

Theconstruction of camps and week-end retreats hasaccelerated sincetheclosing of the
cypress logging Industry In 1956. Improvements In transportation systems havemade the
region more accessible. The first road (unpaved) linkingcommunities north of the Pass
withNew Or leans opened for trafficIn1926 (Jones, 1984). That first road brought about a
profound change to the swamp. It reduced the necessity of people to establish permanent
homesIn the areaanddowithout the basicattractionsof community life, schools,churches
andcommercial outlets. Eventually the roadwassurfacedwith blacktop end tn 1965 a new
andwiderhighway wascompleted, U.S. 51,which,unfortunately, closed to traffic thatsame
year when Hurricane Betsy damaged a portion of the highway (Morning Advocate. 11
September 1965).

Thedifficulty of building andmaintaining highways on themarshysurfaceof the swamp
led federal end state highway plannersto construct 1-55 abovethe swampon pre-formed
concrete sections. This projectwascompleted in 1979.andthere is nowanelevated highway
that extends from Just south of Ponehatoula to metropolitan New Orleans (Picayune. 26
May, 1979). This highway hasonlytwoexitsbetween Ponehatoula and LePlace; Manchac
end Ruddock. Bothsites contain public boat launcheswhich havecontributed to an Increase
in recreational activity In the waters of Pass Manchac and the many man-madecanals
dredged by the lumber companies andhighway construction crews.

Not all thepeople using thewaters of thearea arevisiting sportsmen, for thevillage of
Manchac hassurvived Most of its residents earntheir livingInoneor moreaspects of the
seafood industry. It would besafetosaythatIf thecatfish,crabs,and shrimpdisappeared ,
there would be little reason for Manchacto exist

Therefore, it is Important to the professional fishermen of Manchac and visiting
sportsmen, thatthe water quality of the Pass Manchac area bemaintained Unfortunately,
thisdoes notappear tobe thecase. Recently, tn 1964,theDepartment of Biological Sciences
at Southeastern Louisiana University completed a year-long stuoyof the water quality of
Lake Maurepas and Pass Manchac. They concluded that "In regard to water quality as
measured by conform densities, the lakedoes notmeet federal and stateregulations for Its
current uses, le. recreationalendcommercialactivities." (Chllders. 1985).

If Iherate of pollution of the waters of the Western Basinof LekePontchartrain Is not
reversed,the presence of man Inthe region could revert back to what It was In 1699when
Ibervillemade his historicvoyage. If this weretohappen, however,only theabsence of man
would be thesame, for thescenes witnessed by Iberville, verdant cypress and tupelo gum
forests teeming with wildlifewill be replaced with a landscape ravaged by man. The few
trees remaining, but slowly oying. will provide lesscover for declining species of game.
And. the waterswhich flow through the region will be as devoid of life as the mutilated
swamp.
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THE NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE SYSTEM:
PAST ACnVITIES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Nancy Foster
National Estuarine Research Reserve System

National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration
Washington,D.C. 20235

The National Estuarine Research Reserve System (formerly National Estuarine
SanctuaryProgram)was establishedin 1986with legislationthat reauthorizedthe Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972(CZMA). The mission ofthe System is the establishment
andmanagement, through anequally-shared Federal-State cooperative effort,of anational
system of estuarine research reserves representative of biogeographical regions and
estuarinetypes in the UnitedStates. Nationalestuarineresearchreservesareestablishedto
provideopportunides for long-termresearch, educationand interpretation. Scientific and
educational programs are particularly focused on the development of information for
improved coastalmanagement decisionmaking.
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SITE DIVERSITY AND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Kris Thoemke
RookeryBayNational Estuarine Research Reserve

Naples. FL 33962

Fourteen stales and the Republic of Puerto Rico currently participate in the
National Estuarine Research ReserveSystem. System componentscan be foundin nine of
the fourteen Atlantic Coast states, two of the five Gulf Coast states, three of the four west
coast states,a GreatLakes state,andHawaii. Important similarities and differences exist
between component sites in terms of both physicalAiological characteristics and the
surrounding environment Several sites are located in natural areas; others in areas that
have undergone agricultural, industrial or urban development. Because of these
differences,various management approaches areemployedat the differentsites.
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RESEARCH OrTKIRTONiTIES

B. J. Copelaitd
UNC Sea GrantCollege Program
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Institute for Coaitil and Marine Resources

EastCarolina University
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The first National Estuarine Reserve Research System (NERRS) site was
established In 1974. Program efforts between 1974 and 1982 were focused
on selection and acquisition of additional sites. In 1982, some funds
were provided for research projects Involving baseVine studies and
monitoring activities. Generally, these projects were related to
local/regional management issues. As the need for acquisition decreased
and program emphasis shifted to accomplishments, funding for research
increased from a few thousand dollars to $500,000 in FY 1986. The
number of projects Increased concurrently from a few in 1982 to 44
projects in 1985. With the reauthorization legislation (CZMA) of 1986,
the research emphasis of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System
was shifted. Emphasis is now directed to projects of national rather
than local significance. The Increased opportunities for research
created by this new emphasis 1s the topic of this paper.

In examining the increased opportunities for research, advantages to
researchers in using the NERRS sites will be discussed first. Then,
program changes within NERRS to encourage research will be considered.
Next, national estuarine research priorities will be described.
Finally, national estuarine management Issues will be presented.

Advantages to Researchers in Using NERRS Sites

NERRS consists of a network of protected estuarine land and water areas
easily accessible to scientists. Every component of the system has a
manager who can assist a research team. Many sites have on-site
facilities ranging from research laboratories and boats to housing for
investigators. HI thin a few years, most sites will have computers
available to augment the storage and retrieval of Information from
earlier conducted research.
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In the protected sanctuaries, scientists can collect long-term data. A
long-established research or monitoring site Is invaluable in the
development of new research aimed at solving specific ecological
problems.. Long-term data sets will provide information on status,
trends and episodic events that enhance the ability of scientists to
understand basic estuarine processes.

Reserve sites can also play a role tn comparative studies. Standardized
data collection will facilitate comparative analysis and information
exchange within and between biogeographic provinces.

Host estuarine scientists are interested in making a contribution to
their field of science, and also in seeing their data used to solve
major coastal problems. NERRS can assure estuarine scientists that
their research at sanctuary sites nay be used to address coastal
management problems.

For estuarine data to be useful, it must be transmitted quickly to
agency managers, other scientists, and the general public Because of
the research and coastal management role of NOAA, NERRS can rapidly
transfer research data critical to coastal management Issues.

NERRS provides a unique opportunity to address national research
questions and estuarine management issues. To fully utilize this
opportunity, the program has strongly expressed a willingness to work
with the scientific comnunity to publicize the availability of NERRS
sites, their unique/unusual resources, their facilities and amenities,
and the results from research conducted on the sites.

Program Modifications and Activities

With the shift in focus from local to national research questions and
management issues, NERRS has Initiated efforts to make their program
more attractive and responsive to the estuarine research community.
Several steps initiated, or undertaken, are described below. These
steps, coupled with moving the NERRS office to the newly established
Estuarine Program Office in NOAA should greatly enhance the research
productivity of the reserve system.

NERRS is now in the process of revising their announcement of research
opportunities to provide a document that will be more useful to
estuarine scientists. Special attention Is being given to describing
the national research priorities of the program as well as the proposal
review procedures and criteria. The announcement of research
opportunities will be published in the Federal Register. In addition,
the announcement will be distributed to universities, federal and state
agencies, and to estuarine scientists and administrators of
coastal/marine laboratories.

A number of reserve sites are located reasonably near major research
institutions. These institutions often have programs in estuarine-
related sciences and graduate students entering these programs.
Therefore, NERRS Is considering the establishment of a graduate
fellowship program to attract students to their sites.

A NERRS site catalog will be prepared to provide Interested parties with
specific information about the reserve system sites. The catalog will



contain detailed Information about Individual sites and general
information about NERRS. Site specific descriptions will include
information on site location, size and biological assemblages. Also
included will be a list of publications resulting from research
conducted on the site and a list of research currently being undertaken.
More importantly, the site descriptions will present information on any
unique/unusual characteristics the site may possess. The general
information about the national program will list the various sites,
their location, their unique/unusual characteristics, and the source for
additional information about the site.

Often agencies that support research can only partially fund even the
most meritorious proposals. Therefore, NERRS wil 1 identify projects
that are only partially funded and will consider providing complementary
funding if the Investigators agree to undertake the research on a NERRS
site.

Al 1 states having a NERRS site al so have a Sea Grant Col lege Program.
The National Sea Grant College Program was established to accelerate the
development, use and conservation of the nation's marine and coastal
resources. To achieve this objective. Sea Grant combines the research
skills of university scientists from all disciplines with a strong
corrmitment to make research findings available to the public through a
network of advisory and education specialists. Technical and public
information reports, conferences, workshops and personal contacts by Sea
Grant marine agents and researchers ensure that information relevant to
the wise use and development of marine resources reaches those who need
ft. NERRS is considering the establishment of closer linkages with the
Sea Grant College Program to better utilize the Sea Grant mechanisms for
information transfer. NERRS sites in several states already have joint
projects with Sea Grant universities.

Estuarine research is either undertaken or supported by several federal
agencies: NOAA (which Includes the National Sea Grant College Program,
the National Marine Fisheries Service, and the National Ocean Service),
National Science Foundation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. F1sh and Wildlife Service.
Support is also provided by various units of state government,
foundations and private industries. Much of the estuarine research
supported by these agencies is appropriate for reserve sites. NERRS
will make every effort to encourage estuarine researchers being
supported by the other agencies to use their sites.

NOAA is actively developing a national estuarine research plan upon
which to focus Its various components of research, management and
monitoring. He strongly urge the incorporation of the National
Estuarine Reserve Research System Into the Estuarine Program Office so
that proper emphasis can be achieved. Use of those national resources
Illustrated by the reserves can play a prominent role in the overall
estuarine research program led by NOAA. It is very important to
emphasize that research activities be driven by research Issues rather
than by management Issues.

National Research Priorities

Although large data sets exist for many fundamental processes of
estuaries, there are several serious deficiencies in the Information
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needed to understand the complexities of how most estuaries function.
In 1984, some of the nation's most capable estuarine researchers
gathered in Raleigh H.C., for the first in a series of national
estuarine symposiums. Based on the latest scientific information and
protocols, the researchers recommended research directions for better
understanding estuarine functions. This assessment resulted In five
categories of problem-oriented estuarine research. All five categories
of research can be conducted on NERRS sites. Moreover, the National
Estuarine Reserve Research Office is likely to place emphasis on these
categories in program development. The categories are:

1. Hater management and estuarine productivity

One of the most important problems currently facing our nation Is the
allocation of freshwater resources. As municipal, commercial,
industrial, agricultural and recreational demands for water Increase,
availability of water to estuaries decreases. Changing land use near
the estuaries and upstream tributaries affects the quantity, quality and
timing of freshwater Inflows. Since estuaries, by definition, involve
the Inflow and mixing of fresh and salt water, these variances may
impose significant changes on estuarine productivity. The relationship
between freshwater inflow and productivity in the estuaries poses an
exceedingly Important research question. Me need to know the
quantitative relationship between freshwater inflows and fisheries
production in estuaries. In addition, we need to determine how much
fresh water 1s too much or too little on a seasonal and annual basis.

2. Sediment management and estuarine productivity

Sediment quantity and quality can affect estuarine productivity. Man's
activities In the watershed can affect sediment processes such as the
rate of accumulation and contaminant absorption. To better understand
sediment management, researchers need to examine the rates of
accumulation and the changes in sediment composition between points of
entry and accumulation. Scientists also need to categorize the
processes controlling the movement, absorption and desorptlon of
contaminants and develop the capability to predict the relationship
between sediment accumulation and habitat type for a range of
environmental conditions.

3. Nutrients and other contaminants and estuarine productivity

There are increasing nutrient problems In estuaries. More people are
living near our nation's coast. The resulting increased use of
inorganic fertilizers and conversion of wetlands to urban and
agricultural use overloads the estuary's ability to act as a nutrient
and sediment sink and Increases estuarine nutrient levels. He do not
yet understand the relationships between nutrient inputs, recycling and
production. Researchers need to test how an estuarine ecosystem
responds to combinations of nutrient inputs and recycling. And
scientists should examine the fate of synthetic chemicals and metals in
estuaries.

4. Coupling of primary and secondary productivity

Estuarine ecosystems are characterized by high levels of primary and
secondary productivity. The relationship between primary and secondary



production Is uncertain. Thus, the Importance and ecological
efficiencies of food chain pathways remain unresolved. Food chains In
estuarine ecosystems are connected quantitatively and qualitatively. We
must understand the relationship between quantity of blomass at one
producer level and the quantity and quality of blomass at the next
level. The concept of the trophic structure In an estuarine ecosystem
1s more of a food web than a food chain. Moreover, the food web trophic
structure found In the estuary if generally abbreviated compared to the
longer food chain found In the ocean and the open water of the Great
Lakes. The problem of understanding the fundamental aspects of this
Issue is difficult because of the likelihood that a change in one
trophic level impacts other portions of the ecosystem by altering the
directions or size of energy flow from one component to another.

5. Habitat requirements for fisheries production

Estuaries act as nurseries for Important commercial and recreational
fish and shellfish. But some estuaries produce more ftsh than others.
Understanding the role of estuarine habitat and quantitative differences
In fisheries production will provide the key to more effective fisheries
management. To find out what makes one estuary more productive than
another, scientists need to address questions about habitat selection,
species migration, species residence time, food quality and the effects
of environmental variations on survival, growth and movement of fish and
shellfish.

National Estuarine Management Issues

Recently efforts have been made to identify the most relevant coastal
management Issues facing the United States. These efforts have Included
researchers, managers and public interest groups through various public
meetings, management conferences and symposia throughout the country.
These efforts have culminated In the second national estuarine symposium
held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana during November 1985. At this symposium,
prominent U.S. estuarine experts concluded that a better understanding
of the following seven issues represented our most critical national
estuarine management needs:

1. The relationships between physical and chemical variables and the
productivity of estuartne ecoystems;

2. The effects of foreign substances, especially pathogenic materials
and toxic chemicals, on the chemical and biochemical processes In
the estuartne environment;

3. The impact of man's activities on the fundamental functioning of
estuarine ecosystems;

4. The appropriate measures for ameliorating undesirable effects and
reclaiming damaged estuarine ecosystems;

5. The means to Increase harvest of fisheries products;

6. Methodologies to Improve the economic return of land around the
estuaries by resolving the conflict between land use changes and
estuarine productivity; and
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7. The optimum stream flows Into the estuaries that will maintain
native populations and ecosystem functions.

All seven issues are of interest to the National Estuarine Reserve
Research System. In all likelihood, NERRS will encourage investigators
to conduct scientific studies on its sites that are related to these
seven issues.

Summary

The National Estuarine Reserve Research System has shifted its focus
from local to national research questions and management Issues. As a
result of this shift, NERRS has undertaken or Initiated a number of
steps to make the reserve system more responsive to the needs of the
estuarine research community. The effectiveness of this important
estuarine program could be enhanced even further If NOAA would shift the
reserve program to the newly created Estuarine Program Office.
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ESTUARINE MANAGEMENT AT THE ROOKERY BAY
NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE

Kris Thoemke
Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve

Naples. FL 33962

Rookery Bay is oneof 17 National Estuarine Research Reserves located in theUnited
States. The Reserve is a joint Federal and State program involving NOAA's Division of Marine
and Estuarine Management and the State of Florida, Department of Natural Resources. The
purposeof the NationalEstuarine ResearchReserveProgram is to preserveandprotectestuarine
areasso that they may be used as sites for researchandeducation.

The Rookery Bay site is located in southwest Florida along the Gulf of Mexico coast
between Naples and Marco Island. The 8,400 acre site is dominated by extensive mangrove
forests and a reticulated system of bays and tidalcreeks.

Management programs are designed toemphasize protection of theresource. Thisis in
response to the potential for habitat degredation resulting from urbanization and agricultural
development of Reserve's watershed. A major concern istheeffects of changing quantity, quality
and timing of freshwater enteringthe Rookery Bay estuary.

The management programs of Rookery Bay have been designed to address these
concerns. The areasof program management include resource protection, research and education.
The resource protection program is divided into four components: managing the resource's
vulnerability todevelopment threats; controlling public access; restoring disturbed habitats and
developingindividual managementplans foreach majorvegetativecommunity in the Reserve.

The research program is designed to increase scientific knowledge about Rookery Bay
and apply this information to the managementof the area. A high priority is being placed on
conducting systems studiesanda longtermenvironmental monitoringprogram.

The education program is intended to increase resource protection and management into
two ways. First is to create a more informed public by traditional environmental education
programs. Second is to provide educational opportunities for professionals involved in education,
regulation and policy development of the coastal zone. To achieve this goal the Reserve will
sponsor workshops and serve as a regionalenvironmental clearing house on coastal zone issues.
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By providing ahighlyprotected resource, maintaining its natural features, conducting
research anddeveloping environmental education programs, theReserve hopesto signilicandy
contributeto ourknowledgeandunderstanding of thecoastal zone.
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RESOURCE INVENTORY OF
THE FLORIDA BIG BEND REGION

M. John Thompson and Neal W. Phillips
Continental Shelf Associates, Inc.

759 Parkway Street
Jupiter,FL 33477

Introduction

The curve of Florida's west coast between Ochlockoneo Bay and
Tarpon Springs defines tho Florida Big Bend, an area considered
valuable by both environmental and commercial fishing interests. The
Florida Big Bend area was nominated as a Marina Sanctuary under the
National Marine Sanctuary Site Evaluation of 7 June 1983 (Chelsea
International Corporation, 1983) and placed on the Site Evaluation
list for further study and consideration (4B Federal Register
35568-1983).

Extensive seagrass bods occur in the region (Phillips, 1960;
Moore, 1963; Earlo, 1972j McNulty et al., 1972; Enos and Perkins.
1977; Iverson and Bittaker, in press). Species reported include
Thalassla testudinum and Syringodium flliforme, which develop dense

stands in the nearshore zonei and Halodule wrightii. Halophlla

doclpieno, and H_. engelmannl, which are fringing or pionoor species
seen around the edges of the major beds. Macroalgal species of
Caulorpa, Udotea, Panleillua, and Sargaasua are also common in these
seagrass beds (Iverson and Bittaker, in press).

Seagrasses and raacroalgae are important primary producers in
marine habitats (Mann, 19731 McRoy and McMillan, 1977). They also
provide nursery grounds for sport and commercial fish species and
habitat for many larval and adult invertebrates critical to nearshore
food chains (Zimmerman and Livingston, 1976; Phillips, 1978; Dawes et
al., 1979).

Recent interest in offshore oil and gas exploration in the Big
Bend area produced concerns about possible environmental impacts to
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seagrasses and associated biota. In response, the Minerals
Management Service (MMS), as the Federal agency responsible for
prediction and management of oil- and gas-related environmental
Impacts, initiated the Florida Big Bend Seagrass Habitat Study.
Study results are being used in buffer zone discussions associated
with upcoming eastern Gulf of Mexico lease sales and in formulation
of lease sale biological stipulations.

Earlier studies had summarized published reports on seagrass
distributional patterns, and qualitatively estimated the acreage of
seagrass beds and live-bottom areas in the eastern Gulf of Mexico

(Phillips, I960; Moore, 1963; Barle, 1972; Parker et al., 1983).
Between 1974 and 1980, Iverson and Bittaker (in press) used teams of
scuba divers to map the major nearshore seagrass beds (water depths
<10 m) in tho Florida Big Bend area, and several 3eagrass mapping
studies using combinations of aerial imagery Interpretation and
direct observation had been performed at specific sites along
Florida's northwest coast (Withlacoochee Regional Planning Council,
1982; Continental Shelf Associates, Inc., 1983, 1984, 1985).
However, prior to this study, overall seagrass distribution patterns
within tho Florida Big Bend area were poorly known. Very little
study had been devoted to the soagraso/algal beds known or presumed
to extend offohoro beyond the 10 m contour.

The Florida Big Bend Seagrass Habitat Study was designed to map
seagrass distribution patterns in both nearshore (<10 m) and offshore
(10 to 20 m) portions of the Florida Big Bend area. The study
encompassed approximately 1.5 million ha (3.7 million acres or
5,830 ml2) of soafloor. Study objectives were as follows!

1) To map and inventory seagrass beds in the Big Bend area using
a combination of aerial photography (remote sensing) and
shipboard "ground truth" surveys.

2) To determine the seaward extent of the major seagrass beds.
3) To classify and delineate major benthic habitat types in the

area.

Materials and Methods

This study consisted of three phases;

1) A pre-ovorflight ground-truth cruise (Cruise 1)i
2) Remote sensing overflights of the study area; and
3) A post-overflight ground-truth cruise (Cruise 2) to verify

interpretation of remote sensing data.

During Cruise 1 (24 October to 1 November 1984), 1,232 km
(144 mi) of ooafloor between the 10- and 20-m depth contours were
survoyod using underwater television. Loran-C navigational fixes and
designations of bottom type were recorded at 5-min Intervals during
television tows. Fifty representative "Signature Control Stations"
were established to aid aerial photographic Interpretation by
providing locations of known seagrass density to check against
signatures seen on the Imagery. At each station, large, floating
targets were deployed and divers took quantitative photographs of the
ooafloor to determine seagrass density and species composition.



Between 30 October and 15 November 1984, aerial photographs wero
taken along 26 north-south flight lines encompassing 2.1 million
ha (5 million acres or 8,200 mi2) of oeafloor. Standard Kodak 23 cm
x 23 cm (9 in. x 9 in.) color print film was used. Scale on all
photographs was 1:40,000. During Cruise 2 (19 to 27 February 1985),
nine additional transects (174 km (108 ml)J were surveyed using towod
divers and underwater television, and 11 of the 50 Signature Control
Stations established during Cruise 1 were reoamplod.

Aerial photographs were analyzed otereoscoplcally, and seagrass
beds were categorized by density (dense, sparse, or patchy) as
determined by interpreting "photo-signature characteristics" such as
tone, color, texture, and sire. Signatures of submerged seagrass
beds ranged from dark blue-green offshore to light-medium brown in
nearshore areas Influenced by tidal fluctuations. Areas of
nonvegetated sand bottom (white signature) and nonvegetated mud
bottom (brown signature) were also recognized in the photographs.
Live-bottom habitats characterized by hard corals, gorgonlons,
sponges, and othor opibiota associated with low-relief rock outcrops
or rock covered by a thin sand veneer could not be differentiated
from surrounding seagrass beds at the 1i40,000 scale of tho aerial
photographs.

Six hundred photographs were interpreted and distributions of
the major habitat types wore outlined on clear acetate. These
interpretations formed the basis for a 1;40,000 scale map of the
study area. A reduced Composite Hap (scale 1:250,000), which can be
superimposed directly on the 1i250,000 scale MMS protraction
diagrams, was produced.

Results

A total of 1.5 million ha (3.7 million acres) was mapped from
the aerial imagery during the study (Figure 1). Mapping delineated
232,893 ha (575,479 acres) of dense seagrass beds, 498,034 ha
(1,230,643 acres) of sparse seagrass beds, and 279,722 ha
(691,195 acres) of patchy seagrass beds.

Study results indicate two major groupings or species
associations of soagrasses in the Florida Big Bond area. An inner
(nearshore) association of Thalassla testudlnum, Syringodium
flliforme, and Halodule wrightii occurs in water depths of less than
9 m. Thalassla testudlnum grass and S. flliforme form dense beds
that aro easily detected in aerial photographs, and only at the
southern end of tho study area do the dense beds extend into Pederal
waters (Figure 1). Seaward of these dense seagrass beds is a zone
where five seagrass species may be seem T_. testudlnum, S_. flliforme,
H. wrightii, and two additional specieoi Halophlla declplens and
Halophlla enqelmannl. Farther offshore, large aroas of continental
shelf between approximately the 10- and 20-m depth contours support a
mixed macroalgal/ooagrass assemblage in which the two Halophlla
species are the only vascular plants. This assemblage extends beyond
the 20-n depth limit of this study and is abundant to at loast the
23-m depth contour.

Thalassla testudlnum and S. flliforme are the largest seagrass

species in the Big Bend area, and their blades trap sediment from the
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water column, thereby helping to build seagrass beds. Halodule
wrightii and the two species of Halophlla arc much smaller and
generally are considered to be fringing or pioneer species that

inhabit tho margins of major seagrass beds and tolerate environmental
conditions not suitable for the larger species.

The unique aspect of seagrass communities in the Florida Big
Bend area is the extended nature of the deeper, fringing zone
dominated by H. decipieno, H. engelnannl, and various macroalgal
species. Ground-truth data indicate that macroalgae account for an
average of 21% of total blade density seen here. Ground-truth data
also indicate that approximately 44% of the area mapped as sparse
seagrass beds on the basis of aerial photographs, was live-bottom
habitat that could not be differentiated from seagrass beds in the
aerial Imagery.

In addition to the spatial zonation patterns of seagrasses noted
in this study, seasonal variability in seagrass bed density and

species composition was evident, especially in the sparse offshore
beds. At moot offshore Signature Control Stations sampled during

Cruise 2 (February), blade densities were 50% to 90% lower than those
noted during Cruise 1 (October to November), and H_. declplena had
disappeared. Halophlla engelmannl persisted, but many Instances of
wave stress and uprooting were evident during Cruise 2. Temperature,
light, and wave action are likely to be important variables
influencing both spatial and seasonal abundance patterns in these
deep seagrass beds.

The ecology of deepwater seagrass/algal beds In the Florida Big
Bend area has not been studied, but these habitats could play
Important roles In this productive environment. Future studios
should focus on primary productivity, influential environmental
variableo, and associated flora and fauna of Big Bend area seagrass
beds.
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BUFFER ZONES IN WETLAND
MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

Joseph K. Shisler, Patricia E. Waidelich, and Hilary G. Russell
Mosquito Research andControl

Rutgers University
CookCollege

New Brunswick, NJ0S903

Robert B.Piel
Divisionof Coastal Resources

Oepaiuueui of Environrnental Protection
Trenton. NJ 03625

The coastal zone features a diversity of wetland types of varying size, type and
importance; from large forested fresh water wetlands tonarrow strips of salt marsh. Development
can adversely affect adjacentwetlands through increasedrunoff, sedimentation and the introduction
of chemicaland thermalpollutants. Buffer zones arestripsof vegetatedland,composed in many
cases of natural ecotonal and upland plant communities which separate development from
environmentally sensitive areas and lessen these adverse impacts of human disturbance. In
addition,buffer zones provideerosioncontroland flood protection forresidentialareas.

The definition of buffer widths appropriate to provide adequate protection to wetlands
under different development situations has long been a point of contention. On-site soil
characteristics, vegetation cover, topography, climate, and land use patterns, and
human/wildlife/plantpopulation densities all determine the extent of development impacts and,
consequendy, the appropriatebuffer width. Many states have set a minimum allowable wetlands
buffer width and increasethe distancedependingon the intensity and type of land use. Widths
ranging from 0 to 1000 feet have been variously set with andwithout data support. If the
establishment of effecdve buffer zones is to be incorporated into management policies, then there
has to be supportingdata. Additionalstudies areneeded to define the criteriaaffecting effecdve
buffer width.
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A COMPARISON OF ALLIGATOR HARVEST TECHNIQUES

Donna A. Dewhurst and Robert H. Chabreck
Schoolof Forestry, Wildlife, andFisheries

Louisiana StateUniversity Agricultural Center
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Introduction

The methods of talcing alligators (Alligator mlsslsslppiensls)
range from live capturing with harpoons and nooses to shooting. If an
alligator is killed or incapacitated while in wator, the body will sink
and is difficult to retrieve in deep water. Consequently, most hunting
techniques are designed to capture alligators so that they can bo
dispatched under more controlled conditions or released alive elsewhere.
Alligator capture methods can also be divided into those used during
daylight hours and those used at night. Each method has various
advantages and disadvantages which are not readily apparent. The
wildlife departments of Louisiana and Florida require different harvest
techniques in their management plans. These alligator management plans
have included both nuisance alligator control and commercial harvest
programs. Results froo harvest programs in these states havo allowed
us to examine and compare the basic types of alligator hunting methods.

Alligator Harvesting in Louisiana

After implementation of alligator conservation programs in the
1960's, not only did alligator numbers Increase but also problems
associated with rapidly expanding alligator population. Large
alligator populations wero cited as competing with the valuable stato
fur trapping industry (A. Ensminger, pers. commun.). Louisiana
legislature in 1970, granted the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries (LDWF) full regulatory authority over alligators In the state
under Act 550, and classified alligators as non-game quadrupeds along
with other valuable furbearers (Joanen and HcHease, 19S0). With
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alligators considered as a rcncwablo natural rosource, a regulated
commercial harvest program was implemented in 1972. This program has
been continued every year except 1974 (when all alligators wore listed
under the Endangered Species Act) and 1978 (when unstable marketing
conditions forced cancellation of the season) (Hoody ot al., 1980).
The Louisiana harvest program has grown from one southwestern parish to
a statewide harvest in 1981.

The harvest methods outlined in the original 1972 harvest have
been retained with little alterations through the 1986 season. The
harvest parameters of the Louisiana 1972 harvest and the first
experimental alligator harvest in Florida (1981) had similar goals but
dissimilar methods were used. Louisiana hunters were restricted in
capture methods to daylight shooting or setting baited hooks overnight
and checking the line the next morning. All harvesting had to be done
from sunrise to sunet. "Pole" hunting was outlawed to bias tho harvest
toward adult male alligators and away from the breeding females
(Palmisano et ol., 1973). Also, tho season was set in tho fall, after
the summer hatching period, when the females, juveniles, and subadults
are in the marsh, and the adult males in open water (Joanen and
McNease, 1974).

A program of nuisance alligator control has always been in effect
in Louisiana due to human/alligator conflicts In many rural and
metropolitan areas. The earlier programs (before 1979) dealt with
nuisance alligators by relocating them. Yet relocating alligators was
taking up to 50Z of LDWF personnels' time during tho summer months
(Joanen and McNease, 1980). In 1979, a now alligator management
program was instituted in 12 coastal parishes incorporating nuisance
control into the regular commercial alligator harvest system. Private
hunters, chosen by the local governments, wero used to hunt alligators
that could not be harvested by the regular tag allotment system. Yet,
these hunters were required to follow tho some alligator hunting
techniques that applied to ccmoerclal hunters. Results of the
Louisiana nuisance alligator control program conducted In 6 parishes in
1979-1980 yielded a 63.08Z hunter success (Joanen and HcNoase, 1980).

Alligator Harvesting in Florida

By the 1970's alligator complaints in Florida nuobored from 5,000
to 10,000/yr and the rate of alligator attacks on humans appeared to be
increasing (Bines and Keenlyno, 1975, Hinos and Kacnlyne, 1977). In
1977, the status of the alligator population In Florida was changed
from "endangered" to "threatened" (Hinos and Woodward, 1980). Clearly,
with ever increasing human and alligator populations, a large scale
alligator nuisance control program was needed. To implomont this
program, the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission (FGFC)
divided the state into 5 management regions, oach with individual
coordinators. Complaints wero verified by tho roglonal offices and the
nuisance animals were removed by contract agents assigned by FGFC,
Based on a study of nuisance alligator control in 11 counties of
north-central Florida In 1977, FGFC determined that contract hunters or
agents were more economical and effective than state wildlife officers
at resolving alligator complaints (Hlnes and Woodward, 1980). In 1981,
1SS2 alligator complaints were received and 485 nuisanco alligators
were harvested In the Everglades region alono (Hord, 1982). Capture
methods used by the Florida contract agents set aside the Florida
nuisanco program froo that of Louisiana.



The Florida alligator nuisance program used capture methods which
would minimize public disturbance and encourage selectivity in
attempting to get the specific nuisance animal. All alligator hunting
was done at night and the agents were not permitted to carry firearms.
Agents were directed to capture the alligator alive and remove it from
the area before killing it. Several potential capture methods were
outlined in an operations manual for the control agents. These methods
included using a gig (harpoon) (Jones, 1965), snare or noose (Chabreck,
1963), box trap (Hurphy and Fendley, 1973), snatch hook, or bow and
arrow. Fishing with set hooks was to be used only if these other
methods failed to work (FGFC, 1979).

The efficiency (no. alligators harvested/no. tags issued) of
Florida nuisance alligator agents during a particular month was not
related to the number of tags issued that month. However, monthly
change in the number of tags issued was negatively correlated (r =
-0.3881, n = 25, P < 0.05) with hunter efficiency and a reduction in
tags increased efficiency.

Alligator population levels have been monitored using night-light
survey lines since 1974. From 1974 to 1980, a 40% increase from 5.0 to
8.3 alligators/1.5km was noted (Stanberry, 1981). In 1981, FGFC
developed a new alligator management plan which Included an
experimental commercial alligator harvest program. The first harvest
occurred in November 1981 (FGFC, 1982), and was similar to that of the
first Louisiana harvest in duration and population model used. Florida
deviated from Louisiana by designing the harvest after the nuisance
control program, using mostly nuisance contract agents and the same
night-hunting techniques.

Evaluation of Parameters for Each Technique

Land ownership patterns played an Important role in the
development of alligator management programs In Louisiana and Florida
(A. Ensmlnger, pers. comrrun.). In Louisiana, the greatest alligator
concentrations occur in the coastal parishes of the stato, where land
ownership consists of large tracts of marshland. The human density of
the marshland is low and public support for the program Is strong. The
vastness of the area combined with the sparse human population and
strong local support dictated a need for an economically efficient
means of harvest with little need for increased public relations or
acceptance of the program.

On the other hand, in Florida the highost alligator concentrations
occur in the north-central lake region and the everglades region. With
the exception of tho Everglades National Park and the Big Cypress
Nature Preserve, both regions are highly populated and tho land is
mostly divided into smaller parsels under private ownership. This more
urban situation dictated a need for a more intensive form of alligator
harvest that minimized public contact and visibility.
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Any hunting or capture tcchniquo should be analyzed with public
opinion in consideration. However, in Florida, this fact is of greater
importance in tho effectiveness of the management program. An opinion
poll of Florida residents was conducted by FGFC in the mld-1970's
(Hincs and Schaoffer, 1977). The poll disclosed a wide difference in
opinion concerning management of alligators in urban areas; opinions
between hunters and the general public also differed concerning
management of wild alligators. Rolocation by wildlife officers was
listed as tho top choice for management of alligators of all sizes.
However, rolocation of the reportod nuisance animals has boon
demonstrated to create many ecological, safety, and economic problems
(Hincs and Woodward, 1980). Opinions regarding management of
alligators living in the wild differed between hunters and tho general
public; hunters preferred commercial harvests in rural and urban areas,
but the general public favored harvests in rural areas and relocation
in urban areas. This diverse public opinion probably indicated some
prejudices against hunting, especially In urban areas, necessitating a
low profile for effective nuisance alligator management. A program of
information and education was also necessary to increase public
awareness and acceptance of management techniques (Hinos and Schaeffor,
1977). Night hunting of alligators with firoams has much less public
exposure than chocking set hooks in the morning and removing hooked
alligators. Also, the general public will tamper with fishing lines
when exposed, and secluded fishing sites aro often not available.

Another consideration of any hunting technique is the associated
efficiency or hunter success rate. This rate can be determined by
manhours spent/number taken or simply by number of alligators
taken/number of tags or permits issued. Because night hunting involves
more active persuit by the hunter, more hours tend to be spent per
alligator caught. Fishing requires only the time needed to set the
hooks and then check them the next morning. Wariness of alligators
greatly decreases the efficiency of night hunting if done in one area
over an extended period of time (Chabreck, 1963). With the commercial
harvest, tha efficiency of the 2 typos of alligator capture techniques
can be measured and compared. Between 1972 and 1979, the percent
hunter success for the commercial harvest was 91.98% in Louisiana while
only 4 out of 14 hunters reached thoir quotas in the Florida 1981
harvest (Joanen and McNease, 1980, FGFC, 1982).

When comparing the 2 alligator hunting techniques in relation to a
commercial harvest program, one needs to remember that most harvest
plans are based on the theory of compensatory replacement. Management
is sought through maintaining an optimum sustained yield by reducing
the population density to incroaso the growth, survival, and
reproductive effort of the rest of tho population (Stanberry, 1981).
Most harvest plans seeks to restrict tho killing of adult females and
are bias toward adult males. Alligators are polygamous and usually
have a surplus of males in tho population (Chabreck, 1971). By
restricting hunting to after tho sunasar hatching period and banning
"pole" hunting, the kill ratios produced a strong bias toward adult
males with a minimum of adult females takan (Palmisano et al., 1973,
Joanen and McNease, 1980). Both daylight and night hunting methods are
primarily concentrated In deeper water areas and thus equally bias away
from tho adult females. In tho case of alligator population dynamics,
one cannot discuss sex ratios of a potential harvest without also
directly dealing with size ratios.



In Louisiana, a computer simulation of a commercial alligator
harvest yieldod that proportional hunting rates (taking animals in
proportion to thoir relative abundance) would be more productive than
differential hunting (taking only certain size classes) In sustained
yield management (Nichols ot al., 1976). A night count on Rockefeller
Wildlife Refuge, in Louisiana, indicated the following size
distribution of the resident alligator population: 43.8% were <0.9 m
long, 40.4% were 0.9 to 1.8 m long, and 15.8% were >1.8 m long
(Chabreck, 1966; Nichols et al., 1976). Yet the commercial harvests in
Louisiana from 1972 to 1977, using daylight techniques, yielded an
average 26.7% from 1.2 - 1.8 m long and 73.3% >1.8 m long (Joanen and
McNease, 1980). Of the daylight techniques allowed during Louisiana's
fall season, shooting is seldom used and results in taking more smaller
alligators. Fishing tends to be much more bias toward the larger
animals and accounts for the high percentage of the alligators >1.8 m
long in the harvest (Palmisano et al., 1973). Increased use of
shooting would result in a greater harvest of smaller animals and would
make the size ratios more proportional to that in the population
(Nichols et al., 1976). Many subadults and juveniles arc in the marsh
and not in open water bodies and would ba loss frequently encountered
when hunting is done in the fall. A possible alternative for
correcting the size ratio problem might be to open a short spring
season, when the subadults are still active in the deeper water. Night
hunting methods might also be used In addition to a daylight program by
issuing to certain hunters or landowners "small-alligator" tags and
permitting them to use night methods (D. Taylor, pers. coranun.).

Hunting alligators at night by boat is a more selective harvest
method than setting fishing hooks. Eyeshine is an efficient method of
locating alligators; and, since snout length is related to total
length, size can be easily estimated (Chabreck, 1963; Dodson, 1975).
Therefore, night hunting is more flexible in achieving proportional
size ratios in tho kill. During the 1981 Florida commercial harvest,
only IS.3% of the kill was over 1.2 m. which was more proportional to
the size structure of natlvo alligator populations than the Louisiana
harvest (FGFC, 1982).

When dealing with nuisanco alligator control, the harvest size
ratio must be proportional to the size ratios received in the
complaints. In Louisiana, 7% of the nuisance alligator complaints in
1975 were of animals from 0.3 to 0.6 m, 60% were from 0.6 to 1.8 a and
only 33% of animals >1.8 n (Linscombe, 1976). During 1978, 12.5% of
those harvested in the Florida nuisance program were over 3.2 n long,
indicating that many of tho reported human/alligator confrontations
wore with very large animals (Hlnes and Woodard, 1980). The diversity
In size ratios in complaints of nuisance alligators points out a need
for flexibility in removing the specific nuisanco animals. Night
hunting has been shown to be the mora selective and provides less
public exposure than fishing, and so would probably be best suited for
taking most nuisance animals. However, cartain nuisance alligators may
become "light shy" and fishing may ba tho only logical removal method.
Night hunting methods are used in the Florida nuisance program, and tho
amount of complaints has decreased since the beginning of the statewide
program in 1978. This decrease has been attributed to water level
variations and to the fact that many of the "long-standing" nuisance
alligators ware dispatched in the beginning years of the program (Hinos
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and Woodward, 1980). Also Increased public acceptance of alligators
may also be a factor.

Conclusions

Differences in land ownership dictated the development of the
varying harvest techniques used in Louisiana and Florida. Night
harvest techniques wero initiated primarily for uso in the Florida
nuisance alligator control program but were later used In the
commercial harvest program. Night hunting allows for minimal public
contact, which can be vary advantageous in nuisanco alligator control.
Night hunting (without firearms) also allows for more flexibility in
choosing the size of the alligator taken. This flexibility is an
advantage not only in capturing the specific nuisance alligators, but
also in achieving proportional, commercial harvest, size ratios. On
the negative side, night harvesting is more time consuming and
difficult to regulate, making this technique less efficient when
dealing with large numbers of alligators.

Daylight harvest techniques (shooting and fishing) were developed
primarily for use in the Louisiana coosorcial harvest and were also
used in the nuisance alligator program. Daylight harvesting (with
firearms) is more efficient In rural areas, where animals aro less
wary; also, it Increases the harvest of smaller animals and makes the
resultant size ratios in the kill more proportional to that of the
population. Fishing with baited hooks Is biased toward larger animals.

Nuisance alligator programs depend on minimal public contact and
yet good efficiency in ridding the area of the problem animals. Night
hunting Is more selective and secretive and is, therefore, more
suitable for controlling most nuisance animals. Yet, when complaint
numbers peak in the early summer (Linscombe, 1976; Hord, 1981), fishing
with set hooks could bo more effective for meeting the higher demand.
However, fishing is effective only in areas where the public will not
tamper with lines and at a time of the year that alligators will accept
baits.

Commercial alligator harvests need to be both efficient and yet
proportional to meet compensatory replacement requirements. Fishing
combined with daytime shooting is more efficient than night hunting,
but alone does not meet proportional size ratios in the kill. Correct
size ratios could be achieved by either initiating a short spring
season or by supplementing the daylight techniques with some night
harvesting techniques.
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EFFECTS OF FIXED-CREST WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES
ON THE ABUNDANCE OF FISH AND CRUSTACEANS
MIGRATING FROM A SHALLOW MARSH NURSERY

TOWARD THE GULF OF MEXICO

William H. Herke, E. Eric Knudsen, and BartonD. Rogers
LouisianaCooperative Fun and Wildlife Research Unit

School cf Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center

Baton Rouge. LA 70303-6202

Weirs (low-level dams with their crests usually IS cm below marsh soil level) are
commonly used in Louisiana to improve wildlife habitatand stabilize eroding coastal marshes. We
suspected that these weirs may impede the migrations of estuarlne-dependent organisms. To test
this hypothesis, a 70-ha marsh pond was leveed to create two nearly identical 35-ha ponds. The
single outlet from each pond connected througha common vestibule with a major tidal bayou. One
outlet contained aweir and the other didnot. All fish, shrimp, and crabs emigrating from the two
ponds were trapped continuously. The trapping continued for two years, with the weir being
switched from the outlet of one pond to that of the other pond after the first year. Comparisonsof
catches, for most species, indicated that the standard, fixed-crest weir caused major reductions in
both numbers and biomass of important estuanne-dependent fisheries resources migrating back
toward the Gulf of Mexico.

Once the adverse effect of the weirs on fisheries resources had been established, we
began a second investigation of an alternative weir design which might reduce negative fisheries
impacts. Using the same study area we installed a standard fixed-crest weir in one outlet and an
identical weir, except with a vertical slot, in the other outlet We compared the catches of animals
leaving the pond having a standardfixed-crestweir to the catches from the pond with a vertically-
slotted, fixed-crest weir. Comparative catches indicated that a weir with an opening extending to
the bottom of the channel will increase the use of the marsh nursery behind the structure by about
SOpercent for all species combined.
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THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN DEVELOPING
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TOOLS AT

GULF ISLANDS NATIONAL SEASHORE

Theodore R. Simons
US. National Parle Service

Gulf Islands National Seashore

3500 Park Road
Ocean Springs. MS 39564

Gulf Islands National Seashore (Figure 1) is comprised of
approximately 57,000 hectares of barrier islands and their
adjacent waters in northwest Florida and coastal
Mississippi. Established in 1971, the Seashore stretches
from West Ship Island in Mississippi, 240 kilometers east to
the middle of Santa Rosa Island in Florida. The park's
resources range from remote wilderness barrier islands with
very limited visitation, to readily accessible recreational
beaches and historic sites visited by several million people
each year. The undeveloped portions of the Seashore
represent the best example of an undisturbed barrier island
ecosystem remaining in the Gulf of Mexico. Research efforts
at the Seashore are aimed at providing park resource
managers with the information and tools required to carry
out their difficult and often contradictory responsibilities
of preserving park resources for public use. Research has
been focused in four major areas; (1) understanding the
resource by obtaining spatially and temporally referenced
baseline data on the major components of the park's
ecosystems, (2) identifying indicator species or communities
that can act as barometers of overall ecosystem health, (3)
restoring extirpated populations, and (4) developing the
management tools to conserve threatened park resources. A
fundamental objective of the research program is the
development of simplified long-term monitoring programs of
key species, populations, and communities. These long term
monitoring programs will be the primary tool used by park
resource managers to identify adverse impacts on park
resources.
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Figure 1. Gulf Islands National Seashore (shaded areas).

Understanding; the Resource

An understanding of the species, communities, and
populations that make up the Seashore is essential to making
informed resource management decisions. Documenting the
diversity, distribution, and abundance of these essential
elements is a key component of several Park research
projects. This baseline data is then incorporated into a
geographic information system. The system provides an
integrated approach to the management and analysis of the
data, and it allows the interrelation of spatially and
temporally referenced data from a variety of sources.
Examples of on-going research projects in this category
include; research on marine bird populations, a barrier
island mammal study, and an inventory of the Park's aquatic
habitats.

Marine bird research

Protected, predator-free breeding habitat for marine birds
in the Gulf has declined steadily over the years. Today,
significant populations of skimmers, terns, and shorebirds
find refuge on a dredge spoil island between Born and Petit
Bois Islands. Research is underway to determine the habitat
requirements, breeding biology, and tolerance to disturbance
of these important populations.

Barrier island mammal study

At least eight species of mammals, including introduced
feral hogs (Sus scrotal, cottontail rabbits (Sylvllacus
florldanus), and Nutria (Mvocastor coypus), are found on the
barrier islands, but little is known of their basic ecology.
An on-going research project is studying the Mississippi
barrier island's native and exotic mammal populations
through a combination of telemetry, life history,
population, and vegetation studies.



Aquatic habitats study

Although they comprise over 88% of the area within the
park's boundaries, the aquatic habitats (grassbeds,
nearshore areas, beaches, ponds, and lagoons) are among the
most poorly understood environments in the Seashore.
Research is underway to develop an inventory of the seasonal
diversity, distribution, and abundance of the major
macrofaunal components of the Park's aquatic habitats. The
research will initiate a simplified long-term monitoring
program through which Park personnel could detect adverse
impacts on Park resources related to petroleum development,
chronic pollution, or dredging practices.

Identifying Indicator Species

Another objective of the Park research program is the
identification of species, communities, or populations that
could serve as indicators of environmental change, and the
development of field methods to monitor their status. These
indicator species will serve as the focus of long-term
environmental monitoring programs in the Park. Two species,
the Osprey (Pandion hallaetus) and the mud shrimp
(Callichirus islagrande) have been identified as indicator
species thus far, and long-term monitoring programs have
begun.

Osprey

The Mississippi barrier islands support the largest
concentration of breeding Osprey on the Gulf Coast. Feeding
as they do near the top of the trophic web, Osprey are
excellent indicators of environmental quality. Their
populations are also fairly stable and easy to monitor. A
long-term study is underway in the park to determine the
population's productivity, habitat requirements, and
vulnerability to human disturbance. A long-term monitoring
program will be initiated on the basis of this research.

Beach invertebrates

Populations of beach invertebrates such as the common mud
shrimp have been targeted as indicator species as a result
of the aquatic macrofauna survey currently underway in the
Park. Populations of nearshore and beach invertebrates are
being monitored in hopes of detecting chronic long-term
environmental degradation resulting from pollution and
dredging practices, or the impact of catastrophic events,
such as oil spills.

Restoring Extirpated Populations

Worldwide biological diversity is declining at an alarming
rate. Scientists estimate that perhaps as many as one
million of the earth's species will have become extinct by
the turn of the century. Parks and reserves are an
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important means of preserving biological diversity, and
providing refuge for endangered species. The National Park
Service has led the way in the preservation of natural areas
and endangered species research and management in the United
States, and it has served as a model to developing nations
worldwide. Several projects to restore extirpated
populations are currently underway at Gulf Islands National
Seashore.

Bald Eagle relntroductlon program

A cooperative research project involving the State of
Florida and the George Miksch Sutton Avian Research Center
is underway at Gulf Islands to restore Bald Eagle
populations along the Gulf Coast. Bald Eagles once ranged
throughout the Southeast but populations have declined in
recent years to about 25% of their historic levels due to
the combined effects of pesticides, habitat loss and illegal
poaching. The project is employing the ancient falconer's
technique known as hacking in an attempt to reestablish a
breeding population of Bald Eagles on the wilderness barrier
islands of the Seashore. Young eagles hatched in the
laboratory from eggs collected in Florida are hand reared at
the Sutton Center for two months. They are then transferred
to an artificial nest atop a 30 foot high hack tower at Gulf
Islands and allowed to fledge naturally at about twelve
weeks of age. Those that survive the four to six years it
takes eagles to reach breeding age should return to the Gulf
Coast and help to reestablish the species in the region.

Endangered beach mouse conservation efforts

The endangered Perdido Key beach mouse [Peromyscus
pollonotus trlasvllepsis) was once fairly common on the
Perdido Key portion of Gulf Islands, but that population was
wiped out by Hurricane Frederick in 1979. The current total
population is estimated at less than 50 individuals, making
the mouse the rarest North American mammal. Pell-mell
condominium development along Perdido Key has destroyed much
suitable habitat, and relntroductlon into the Seashore has
been identified as the only remaining conservation option.
A research project is currently underway that will establish
a captive colony of the mice and begin their gradual
reintroduction in the Seashore.

Brown Pelican conservation

Endangered Brown Pelican populations have been increasing
steadily along the Gulf Coast after being virtually wiped
out by pesticides in the in the early 1960's. Up to 150
birds have been observed on a dredge spoil island between
Horn and Petit Bois Islands in recent years, and it is hoped
that a nesting colony will become established in the near
future. As part of an experimental project. Pelican decoys,
nesting material, and artificial nests have been provided in
hopes of attracting prospective nesters.



Developing the Management Tools to Conserve Threatened Park
Resources

Research is providing park managers with the tools needed to
minimize the adverse effects of several identified threats

to park resources. Those threats include, beach erosion
related to channel dredging practices, introduced and exotic
species, and adverse impacts associated with recreational

Beach renourishment

An experimental project is underway on Perdido Key to
determine if beach renourishment is an acceptable solution
to a man-induced beach erosion problem. Channel dredging in
Pensacola Pass has cut off the sediment supply to Perdido
Key and accelerated beach erosion over the past twenty
years. In August 1985 two million yards of sand were pumped
from Pensacola Pass on to Perdido Key restoring
approximately 20 hectares of new beach to the Seashore. A
research project is currently underway to assess the project
through an analysis of shoreline change and sediment
transport processes on Perdido Key.

Exotic species management

Introduced feral hogs (Sus scrota), nutria (Mvocastor
coypus1, eastern cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus florTdanusl,
and black rats (Rattus rattus1 are found on several of the
Mississippi barrier islands. Research is underway to
develop population control methods, and to assess the impact
of exotic species on the native flora and fauna.

Recreational impacts

Preserving natural resources for public use is a difficult
mandate for the National Park Service. Determining the
carrying capacities of communities, the tolerance of species
to disturbance, and the development of approaches to "people
management" that reduce the adverse affects of recreational
use, is a major goal of several research projects.

Summary

The major research challenge at Gulf Islands, and other
natural coastal areas, is the development of the tools
resource managers need to maintain and accommodate the
dynamic nature of these areas in the face of relentless
urban encroachment. Although we realize that plant
communities go through successional stages, that fire is an
important component of many ecosystems, that wildlife
populations and water levels fluctuate, and that barrier
islands move, we too often ignore these dynamic qualities in
the management of coastal resources. At the same time,
these areas are becoming ecological museum pieces, natural,
dynamic islands embedded in a matrix of highly urbanized
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man-modified environments. The need for research will
continue in the future if we are to minimize the adverse
effects of urban encroachment, and preserve the diversity
and ecological integrity of these unique coastal resources.




